
With an increase in ageing population, quality of life will become

more and more important, not only for the older adults, but also

in understanding of those who care for older adults (van

Leeuwen et al, 2019). By examining the themes of life-story

work, I hope to provide key insights that may be discussed and

explored further when life-story is used in future settings,

particularly in care follow-up settings.

Life-story work involves the public telling and receiving of one's personal

narrative about their life. Autobiographical books, scrapbook making, using

a personal journal, and sharing stories with one another are a few examples

of life-story work. After an extensive search through the literature using the

Academic Complete digital search-engine, I gathered 33 articles regarding

life-story work with older adults and extracted the outcomes or benefits of

using life-story work. I found that the outcomes benefit not only the older

adult partaking in the life-story process, but also those in relationship with

the older adult, whether in a personal or professional manner. I utilized a

content analysis approach which took the outcomes from each article and

categorized the 52 outcomes into five themes. Following my initial sorting,

a blind sorter then received instructions and also categorized the 52

outcomes  into each of the five themes. Upon completion of her

categorizing, I calculated our level of agreement and we met via zoom to

come to a consensus of where the outcomes we disagreed on should be

placed. 
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The benefits of life-story work were extracted based on the

article's statement of results, conclusions, and insights into the

benefits of using life-story work with older adults. 52 outcomes

were extracted and categorized into one of five themes. Then an

independent rater categorized the outcomes into one of five

themes and we calculated our level of agreement in how we each

sorted the outcomes. From this process a life-story theme

taxonomy was developed.
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The level of agreement between both sorters was 63% with a

Kappa Coefficient of k(51) = .534, p < .001. Following the

calculation of agreement, both sorters met to decide where the

outcomes we disagreed on would best fit. After all outcomes

were finalized into one of the five themes, data was collected to

see which themes were most common. The most frequent

category involved Personal Growth (32%) followed by Quality of

Care (26%), New and Improved Relationships (22%) and Quality

of Life themes (16%). Finally, Inanimate Object Outcomes (4%)

such as a scrapbook or digital collection was the least frequent

category.

Results

Helps lower depressive symptoms

Increases connectedness 

Aids in the acceptance of one's life

Improves personal well-being

Improves knowledge, understanding, and care of caregivers, friends,

and family

Provides key information to help improve care in a personalized-care

setting

The life-story work taxonomy identified in this project is the first that we

know of to be reported. The analysis of the articles selected for this

review indicate that life-story work has several benefits for the older

adult. 

Life-story work can be an excellent way to improve personal well-being,

quality of life, care for patients and improve relationships, but should be

executed and used with care. While life-story work may seem simple

enough that anyone could do it, it should be done with one who is trained

in life-story work as one must be trained to receive personal information

that may be hard to hear or receive (Day & Wills, 2008). 

Conclusion
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Quality of Care: Insight and Education for Caregivers and Family (i.e.

encourages active and empathetic listening; improved staff knowledge

and attitudes)

Personal Growth: Spiritual Insight and Sense of Acceptance in Self-

Actualization and Self-Identity Process (i.e. avenue to spiritual meaning

making; helps in moving toward equanimity)

Opportunity for New and Improved Relationships of the Older Adult

to/with Others (i.e. a shared experience; cultivates a therapeutic

relationship, trustworthy relationships)

Aids in Improvement of Quality of Life for Older Adults (i.e. improved

quality of life and autobiographical memory; improved personal well-

being of those with intellectual disability; lower depressive symptoms)

Inanimate Object Outcomes (i.e. physical book, memoir, etc.)

The five themes that emerged were:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.


